Abstract
Introduction
Web services composition [1] has been proposed to provide abstractions and infrastructures facilitating the definition of complex services out of simpler ones. Two different although overlapping viewpoints for the composition of web services are under investigation, namely orchestration and choreography. The former focuses on a single service, describing its interactions with other services as well as its internal actions. For instance, WSFL, XLANG, WSBPEL [2] etc. are orchestration languages, whilst WS-CDL [3] and WSCI are thought of the representatives of choreography languages. The design of choreography is based on a formal language, the pi-calculus [4] , and therefore WS-CDL is a particularly well-suited language for describing concurrent processes and dynamic interconnection scenarios.
However, research in nonfunctional properties of WS-CDL, especially its performance, is very limited (to our knowledge, this paper is the first contribution addressing performance prediction of WSCDL-based service composition) compared with existing research on formalization and verification (for instance, researches based on Petri net [5] , process algebra [6] [7] and automata [8] [9] are introduced to formally capture behavioural patterns of WS-CDL and build upon a large body of theoretical results as well as techniques for verifying properties such as liveness, soundness, substitutability, boundness and fairness).
Our aim in this paper is therefore the development of a methodology for the performance prediction of composite services, considering patterns of messages exchanges, communications, the control flow and exception handling, with special attention to timed and probabilistic aspects. We introduce a novel translation-based approach which employs stochastic Petri net (GSPN) as the intermediate representation. To translate a composite service into a state-transition model for quantitative analysis, we give a set of translation rules to map choreography elements into GSPN representations. Based on those representations, we introduce the prediction algorithm to analyze performance. The algorithm takes the state-transition-matrix of GSPN as input and calculates expected process-normal-completiontime (EPNCT for simple) as output. To validate our approach, we also obtain experimental results using the WS-CDL+ execution engine [10] and show 95% confidence intervals derived from experimental records perfectly cover corresponding theoretical values.
Translating choreography into GSPN
In this section, we provide translation rules to map choreography into GSPN. Since the syntax of choreography is too vast, we restrict it to a subset of choreography, only considering the elements directly related with the flow of activity execution and the main aspects of service composition. This translation captures the visible behaviour of the participants of a service composition and their interactions. Elements listed below are neglected in our translation.
A roletype in choreography enumerates the observable behavioral roles which are exhibited and played by parties in an activity. However, we neglect the roletype label in the GSPN translation since from the performance prediction view those roletype-related information will not be used in deriving probabilistic state-transition model. For similar reasons, relationShipTypes (used in interactions to identify roletypes in mutual commitments between two parties), participant-Types (used to group together some previously declared roletypes), information-Types (use to avoid referencing directly the data types defined within a WSDL document or an XML Schema document) and variables (which contain information about commonly observable objects in a collaboration, such as the information exchanged or the observable information of the roles involved) are also abstracted away in the translation.
1. Translation of choreography
The starting point of the translation is the choreography. It is the main element of the service document. A choreography describes the activities to be made for the different participants, and it can have an exception block and a finalizer block. A finalize activity is used to execute the finalizer block of a normally completed choreography which immediately encloses that block. A finalizer block encapsulates one activity (basic or structured) which is used to confirm, modify or cancel the effects of the performed choreography.
The GSPN representation of a choreography is given in Fig.1 . As shown, the corresponding GSPN fragment is constructed in a compositional way. Rectangular areas GC, GA, GE and GF illustrate the block of the choreography, the main activity associated with the choreography, the exception handling block and the finalizer block, respectively. Those rectangular areas can be iteratively composed by sub activities (basic activities, workunits, ordering structures or choreography composition activities). Input and output places of those areas are located on the left and right borders. Places C in , C ok , C eok and C er stand for the initial state, the normal completion state, the normal completion state of the exceptionhandling and the erroneous completion state of the choreography, respectively. Normal and erroneous completion places for GA, GE and GF are deployed in a similar way.
To activate the execution of the main activity of the choreography, the initial token in C in is directly moved into A in through an immediate transition. Similarly, the token in A ok is immediately moved into C ok to indicate the normal completion of the choreography. On the other hand, if GA turns out to be erroneous, the token in A er is moved into E in immediately to start the exception handling on condition that the exception handling block does exist (indicated by a token in the E ex place). If there is no exception handling block associated with the choreography, the token in place A er is moved into C er to indicate the erroneous completion of the choreography (the inhibition arc from E ex is used to prevent the direct token transmission if the exception handling block exists). Note that, the execution of GE block itself can be normal or erroneous (indicated by a token in E ok or E er ). The C eok place is used to indicate normal completion state of GE. Both the normal and erroneous completion of the GE lead to erroneous completion of the choreography (the choreography must enter a closed state when its exception handling block terminates, either normally or abnormally). Similar to E ex , F ex is used to capture the existence of the finalizer block. The initial place of GF is marked only if both C ok and F ex are marked. Note that, we use a read arc from C ok to activate the execution of the finalizer block and preserve the token in C ok to keep the status of normal completion intact. Similar to the exception handling block, the finalizer itself can have either normal or erroneous completion by marking F ok or F er . Note that, a finalizer block invoked for a choreography that has not been performed normally has no effect. In this case, F ok is directly marked through an immediate transition from F ex (an inhibition arc is used to prevent this transition if C ok is marked).
Translation of basic activities
This section starts with the translation of the interaction activity. The interaction activity involves exchange of information between two roletypes in a rendez-vous way. Exchanges of information (through variables) are allowed in a single interaction, and they can be either request or respond type. For performance prediction purpose, roles and variables are abstracted away and the interaction is translated into a timed transition. Interaction may have a time-out attribute associated, in which case, when the time-out expires we consider that they finish abnormally. The translation is given in Fig.2 . Fig.2 shows the translation where a time-out condition is imposed. The rectangle GI denotes the scope of the interaction activity. Timed transitions interact and timer represent the real operation of the interaction activity and the timing control. If it takes the interaction too long to complete and the timer expires in advance, I er is marked to indicate the erroneous completion of the interaction activity and an inhibition arc from the expired place prevents marking of I ok . On the other hand, if interact normally fires before timer expires, I ok is marked and another inhibition arc prevents marking of I er . Part (b) illustrates the translation where the time-out condition is missing. Since there exists no time-out facility to interrupt the interact transition, I er is isolated. Fig.3 depicts the GSPN translation of assign, silent and noaction activities, by means of a single immediate transition (since the duration required to execute this kind of actions is negligible). The erroneous place, P er , is isolated because these basic activities cannot finish erroneously.
3. Translation of workUnit activity
WorkUnit prescribes the constraints that must be fulfilled for conditional and repeated execution of an activity within a choreography. A workunit can be associated with a delaying guard to delay its included activity or multiple general guards to activate or deactivate its included activity. We consider separate translations for those two situations. The general case is given in Fig.4 (a) , in which a guard is evaluated as true or false; when it is true the activities inside the workunit are executed, whereas when it is false the behavior depends on the block attribute of the workunit. If it is true the workunit remains blocked until the guard condition changes, otherwise it is skipped. On the other hand, the case of delaying guard is shown in Fig.4 (b) . In both parts, the rectangular area GA denotes the main activity of the workunit and can be iteratively composed by sub activities (basic activities, workunits, ordering structures or choreography composition activities).
In Fig.4(a) , immediate transitions guard_t and guard_f are used to capture the guard condition evaluation. When the condition evaluates to true, the initial place of GA is marked to start the execution of included activity of the workunit. Otherwise, guard_f is marked. Place block captures the block attribute of the workunit and is mark if this attribute is initially true. By means of this place, when the guard condition is false and the block attribute is false, the workunit is immediately and normally completed by marking W ok through the immediate transition bypass.
Figure 4. Equivalent GSPN representation of a workunit activity
Otherwise, when the guard condition is false and block is marked, no transition can be fired but the timed transition block_delay, i.e. the workunit is blocked until the guard condition changes and block_delay corresponds to the waiting period. It can also happen that the workunit does not have a guard condition, in which case, the translation would be easier, all the lower part of Fig. 4 (a) would be removed and W in simply connects A in with an immediate transition.
Note that workunits can have a repetition condition, which is captured by transitions repeat and skip. The firing of repeat corresponds to the true evaluation of repeat condition, and therefore the activity inside the workunit is restarted. Transition skip corresponds to the false evaluation, and therefore the workunit finishes, by marking W ok . If the execution of included activity is erroneous, the fault is propagated to the workunit level, through moving the token in A er into W er . Finally, if the repetition condition is missing we would directly connect W ok with A ok and repeat, skip would be removed.
In Fig.4 (b) , a timed transition is used to delay the execution of the included activity of the workunit and the delay value can be obtained from the XPath expression in the guard condition of the workunit.
4. Translation of ordering structures
In Fig.4 (b) , Ordering structures are similar to complex activities of WSCI and are used to combine activities in a nested structure employing sequence, choice and parallelism as compositional patterns. For all of these cases we only consider two included activities (depicted by GA1 and GA2 in Fig.5-8 , and they can be iteratively composed by sub activities); nevertheless, the generalization to a greater number of activities is straightforward. A sequence of two activities is translated into Fig.5 , by directly concatenating normal exit place of GA1 and input place of GA2, and also moving tokens in A1 er and A2 er into S er , i.e. in case of failure in GA1 or GA2 the complete sequence terminates erroneously by marking S er .
The translation for the parallel ordering structure is given in Fig.6 . Transition fork activates both parallel branches, while transition join joins both once they have normally finished. If one of them (or both) finishes erroneously, S er is marked. The translation of choice activity needs more effort. The translation of choice without general guarded workunit is straight forward. However, in the case of general guarded workunits as an alternative, we must discard them when their guards are evaluated to false and the block condition is negative. Thus, we provide a translation for the case in which no general guarded workunit appears (Fig. 7) , and a translation for this specific case (Fig. 8) .
Figure 8. Equivalent GSPN representation of a choice activity with general guarded workunit
The translation in Fig.7 is simply conditional composition of two selective branches. The initial token in CH in is non-deterministically moved into one of A1 in and A2 in . The choice normally/erroneously terminates when the selected branch normally/erroneously terminates.
In Fig.8 , one of the branch is a workunit (this translation can be easily extended to the situation where both branches are workunits in a straightforward way). When the general guarded workunit branch is selected, it is required the included activity can be executed only if guards are evaluated to true. In this case no block place is needed, because when the guard is false this alternative cannot be selected for execution. In case of guard being false, the selected workunit branch is entirely abandoned and the control flow is transferred (through the immediate transition controlflow_transfer) to the other branch previously unselected. The case of delaying workunit is not given because its translation is straight forward and similar to that of Fig.7. 
5. Translation of Perform activity
A choreography application may include a hierarchy of choreographies, one of them being the root choreography. The perform activity allows a choreography to invoke another one at the point where the perform activity appears. The perform activity successfully terminates after the invoked choreography is successfully completed. The translation of is shown in Fig. 9 , where the GSPN enclosed in a rectangle corresponds to the invoked choreography. The main operation of perform activity is denoted by immediate transition pf and connected with the initial place of the invoked choreography. Furthermore, if the invoked choreography has an exception block, once this exception block has been normally executed (place C eok is marked), the invoking choreography continues its execution normally (according to the semantics of WS-CDL). For this reason we connect C eok with the normal completion place of the perform activity, PF ok . Otherwise, C er marks PF er to indicate the erroneous completion of the perform activity.
Translating a choreography example
In this section, we present an example which allows us to illustrate how translation rules given above work. The example is a bookstore-order-processing system, in which we consider multiple choreographies which interact with each other, and a finalizer block in one of them.
Figure 10. The root choreography
This system has been designed by considering a root choreography (Fig.10) , with two nested choreographies, one for the order management choreography (Fig.11) , and another for the provider choreography (Fig.12) . The root choreography sequentially invokes those two choreographies, and it has a finalize activity for the provider choreography, which is used to inform the store that the book has been delivered to the client. Note that, in the above three documents, elements not used in translation rules are omitted. From this document we can obtain the equivalent GSPN, by applying the translation rules given earlier. This GSPN is depicted in Fig.13 , where we have separated in dashed-rectangles the GSPN subnets of the two nested choreographies. For simplicity, unreachable places/transitions are omitted. The initial place of the root choreography is R in , whereas R ok and R er are the correct and erroneous exit places, respectively. The finalizer block of the provider choreography has also been graphically separated by means of a dashed boarder. Immediate transitions ti 1 and ti 6 correspond to the two perform activities which invoke the order management choreography and the provider choreography, respectively. Timed transitions td 1 and td 3 correspond to the orderInfoType1 and paymentInfoType1 interactions. Similarly, td 2 and td 4 correspond to the orderInfoType2 and paymentInfoType2 interactions. The GSPN of the provider choreography is composed of one interaction followed by two interactions with timeout nested in a choice construct. Timed transition td 5 corresponds to the first interaction. Timed transitions td 7 and td 9 represent the two timers associated with type1Interaction (which is depicted by timed transition td 6 ) and type2Interaction (which is depicted by timed transition td 8 ). Place PR ok and PR er represent the normal and erroneous completion status of the provider choreography, respectively. PR er is directly connected with R er , which denotes the erroneous completion of the root choreography. On the other hand, the token in PR ok is used both to activate the finalizer block and to generate the normal completion status of the root choreography through marking R ok . Place F ex is used to capture the existence of the fianlizer block and td 10 denotes the real operation of finalizer.
Stochastic analysis
For performance evaluation, a state-based analysis of its equivalent GSPN is inevitable. Let X(t) denote the set of active timed transitions at time t (execution begins at time 0), then the state-space, S, can be obtained in a traversal way. The state-space of the choreography example is given in Table. 1 (For brevity, only a part of the state space is given). According to Fig.13, states s 9 can only leads to erroneous completion because this state will deterministically mark place R er (which indicates the erroneous status of the root choreography). , which identifies the probability that every immediate transition is executed when its preceding places are all marked. Since execution duration of every timed transition in GSPN is exponential, we have that X(t) is a homogeneous continuous Markov chain and its infinitesimal generator matrix Q is calculated as Eq.1. 
Algorithm for performance prediction
The performance of a service is mainly expressed as the number (the more the better) of tasks that system can accomplish in a given duration or the time (the shorter the better) that system takes to accomplish a given task. The latter is also known as completion time. Time is a common and universal measure of performance. The philosophy behind a time-based strategy usually demands that software systems deliver the most value as rapidly as possible. Shorter completion time allows for a faster production of service, thus providing efficiency and reducing cost.
In this paper, we introduce expected-process-normal-completion-time (EPNCT for simple) as the metric of service performance. From the perspective of state transition, EPNCT denotes the expected duration for initial state to reach normal completion, i.e. the absorbing state indicating normal completion. The algorithm of evaluating EPNCT is given below.
We 
Eq.2 implies that the EDT of a certain state is its expected elapsing duration plus weighted EDTs of its immediately succeeding states (not including erroneous completion states and those which deterministically lead to erroneous completion states).
EPNCT is finally calculated as the EDT of the initial state
Experiments and confidence interval analysis
To prove the feasibility and accuracy of the translation-based approach, we implement the bookstore-order-processing example given in section4 and conduct a confidence interval analysis. First, the performance of the example is predicted by the translation-based approach, and then the process is executed by WS-CDL+ execution engine [10] to get the actual performance records. The reason to choose WS-CDL+ is that It enables the researchers to test and evaluate their jobs, and provides an execution environment for the developers to run their choreography documents in a single computer environment (Our experiments are conducted on an AMD ATHLON64 dual-core computer with a 1800Mhz CPU and 1024MB RAM). The engine takes the process specification as input. It provides the log on the start and end time of the process as well as the execution duration of basic activities in the process, so that the run-time performance of the process can be gotten. We consider the bookstore-order-processing choreography to be executed under three conditions, namely heavy network traffic situation, medium network traffic situation and light traffic situation. We conduct experimental runs of the sample choreography in Fig.10-12 for 10000 times under the three condition. We also assume that branches in the same choice activity to have equal probabilities of being selected and all timers in the choreography to have expiration duration of 20ms. Based on runtime record of the WS-CDL+ engine, we give the runtime record of execution durations of basic activities, shown in histogram charts of Fig.16-21 . Using the process start and end times obtained from the log of the engine, we also generate histogram charts of process-normal-completion time records in Fig.22.   Figure 22 . His. chart of PNCT record Employing normal distribution as the fitting function and experimental record of process-normalcompletion-time as input, we obtain the 95% confidence intervals of EPNCT. In Table. 2, we show those intervals perfectly cover corresponding theoretical prediction values of EPNCT calculated using the translation-based approach. The coverage indicates that our translation-based approach is validated by experiments. 
Conclusion
Distributed applications are increasingly converging towards the adoption of a computing paradigm based on service-oriented architectures. In such a context, service providers are strategically interested both to describe the performance characteristics of offered services, to better qualify their offer and gain a significant advantage in the global marketplace; and to predict the level of performance that can be offered to service consumers when building composite web services that make use of services managed by various service providers.
For this purpose, we introduce a translation-based approach for integrating performance prediction into service choreography. The proposed approach employs GSPN as the intermediate representation and bases itself on translation rules which can translate basic activities, complex activities and workunits into equivalent GSPN representations. To validate the approach, we also obtain experimental performance results using WS-CDL+ execution engine in the case study and derive 95% confidence intervals. The coverage of theoretical prediction values by corresponding confidence intervals suggests that the translation-based approach is validated by experiments.
